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It doesn’t stare you in the face.
It’s not going to yell at you to come ‘n get it.
It doesn’t knock.
So what does opportunity look like?
Not what you might think.
You see, opportunity is not a right.
It’s definitely not equal.
And it doesn’t come with an
instruction manual. That’s because
opportunity isn’t found.
It’s molded. It’s built. It’s created.
It’s as much about grit as it is intellect.
An explosive high-tech corridor located
at the intersection of muscle and brains?
You bet.
Because opportunity only comes to those
already in the game.
What does opportunity look like?

It looks like Detroit.
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Within these pages you will read
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Economic Growth Corporation
and the City Planning Commission
are creating opportunities in
the downtown.
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Opportunity

This Detroit.
It’s seen so many histories, so many different cultures that
have spanned three centuries while living at this edge of the
world. French founded, British occupied, Native American
contested and leveled by fire before it became an outpost on
the American frontier. Yes, Detroit had a difficult birth. And
then improbable luck struck it in the form of a draftsman who
happened to work on the master plan of Washington, DC.
Imagine, in the middle of the American wilderness, among
the ashes of burned-out buildings, the audacity of laying out a
classical, historic European-inspired city!
Talk about dreams…
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Detroit did not
simply dream.
Fueled by the bounty of the vast wilderness it bordered and the
nation that America had defeated, Detroit played an important role
in shaping this new country. It was the last, longed-for stop on the
Underground Railroad, delivering freedom to slaves long denied.
A key figure in resolving the American Civil War, many Detroiters
volunteered to fight and were part of the legendary Iron Brigade
which suffered 82% casualties at Gettysburg in 1863. A thankful
Abraham Lincoln said, “Thank God for Michigan.” Following Lincoln’s
death, General George Armstrong Custer delivered a eulogy to
thousands of his mourners gathered near Campus Martius Park.
And that classical plan for the city? Well, industrialization delivered
more than the automotive capital of the world. It brought a collection
of some of the best classical buildings in America, earning Detroit the
moniker, The Paris of the West. Detroiters witnessed a lot of history,
too. They created an economy so important that the Eastern Standard
time line was moved west so New York could be in the same zone!
When all of Detroit, indeed all of Michigan, came to Woodward
Avenue – they all reveled in a shopping experience second to none.
Newcomers were also welcomed to Detroit – many were out of work,
down and out black and white Americans who found employment
in Detroit by helping to satisfy modern, unquenchable desires for
automobiles. Unfortunately, Detroiters ultimately witnessed racial
explosions and the aftermath, all while automotive prominence
decamped to Asia, Germany and other parts of America.
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Detroit did not
despair.
The automotive industry is back! Young creative and entrepreneurs
across America and the rest of the world – the ones who find hope
in destruction, excitement in change – are abuzz about Detroit’s
possibilities. And the restless Boomer generation, those who blazed
trails for peace, harmony and a better world – and then struck out
for the suburbs – are looking for a chance to come back to the cities,
everywhere. It is in the great city centers of America that young
and old, single hipsters and families alike, people of all cultures and
races seek to find connections through work, play and a shared life.
Detroit is no exception. And we are not starting from scratch!
Significant downtown job creation has occurred in the past few
years, with people now clamoring for a place to live where they
work and in many cases, play. And more retail and entertainment is
within our grasp.
Those grand, old buildings? Some great ones, like Hudson’s
Department Store – THE largest retail establishment under one roof
in its day – now live only in books and memories. Many are still here
today, ghosting about downtown among vacant parking lots, ready
to be a part of this new day.
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So it’s our time.
Time for citizens of the region and across Michigan to recognize
that a great Downtown Detroit is elemental, in fact essential, for
the success of the whole state. Time to build a new Detroit that
leverages our strengths and addresses our weaknesses. We need
to take on the hard issues to fundamentally fix the financial and
structural problems that continue to challenge our city. We need
to stop “kicking the can down the road.” As we rebuild our city we
need to recognize and build upon the uniqueness of our history, our
culture, and our amazing architecture.
Time to create the new Innovation Capital of the world. A place
where every industry and every entrepreneur can create and
advance the next generation of ideas, technology and solutions.
Time to create a destination urban environment that appeals to
business, residents and visitors.

Rock Ventures is up to
the challenge… are you?
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This is what our
time is all about.
Rock Ventures and its affiliated companies have joined
General Motors, Blue Cross/Blue Shield and other corporations,
foundations and private interests to bring back Downtown Detroit.
As of August 31, 2012 we at Rock Ventures have moved over
6,500 team members into downtown – and in record time!

However, we are
not stopping here.
Rock Ventures, through a partnership with the Downtown Detroit
Partnership (DDP) and the Detroit Economic Growth Corporation
(DEGC), engaged in a comprehensive market analysis, planning
and branding study with one overarching charge: evaluate ways to
maximize the impact of the Central Business District redevelopment,
create a plan, and define a path for execution.
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Why
would
we do
this?
Downtown Detroit is
experiencing significant
investment and job creation.
(Just look at the progress over
the past two years!) Good news,
but it’s only a start. Many are
committed to re-investing in our
downtown, to bringing back an
urban life worthy of our history,
where people want to live,
work and play. This interest is
strong, and it is now! So, here’s
a list of other things that must
be considered, together:
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As strong as our gains are
in employment and in
entertainment, we have a
shortage of good housing for
those coming to downtown –
call them Brainforce – as well
as few offerings for service
employees and the Urban
Baby Boomers seeking to live
the “city life.”

Little retail exists to support
daily needs or to attract a
regional audience – despite
the fact that we have a real
market demand.

The entertainment venues are
successful in pulling
the suburbs to downtown.
But customers come for an
event… and leave.

Our demand for office space
continues unabated, fueled
by the energy and buzz that
Rock Ventures and the other
“pioneer” companies have
created in the past few years.

And, linking everything
together is our bold M-1
retail initiative. The 3.4 mile
long light rail will be a huge
economic stimulus, and a
statement to the world that
Detroit is back. However, if the
residential, office, retail and
entertainment development is
not moving in harmony with
the M-1 development, we will
miss opportunities to maximize
the impact of such a great
resource.

Add up the list, and you
get a picture of a genuine,
and highly-valued,
urban neighborhood.
Throw in our unique city
plan, our framework of
urban parks, our historic
architecture, and Detroit’s
“X factor” – an attitude and
entrepreneurialism born
out of a challenged recent
past – and you get an urban
neighborhood with a unique
point of view. It is one
that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
And it is Detroit’s to own.
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Placemaking for specific parks (Capitol Park, Campus
Martius, and Cadillac Square) and for the Metropolitan
Building area to create great destinations and things to do.
Integration of food and beverage, entertainment, and
everyday shopping needs into an overall retail strategy.
Streetscape modifications, traffic calming techniques,
sidewalk activation strategies and wayfinding concepts to
create a highly-valued pedestrian environment.
A retail strategy and tenant mix that supports a shopping
environment for the Brainforce, and for all in the region
seeking unique urban choices.
Identification of a variety of residential opportunities in
service of the overall vision.
Signature events, rituals and institutions in the cause of
elevating the Downtown Detroit experience.

A plan for our time.
A strategy-based master plan is critical for us, collectively, to move
quickly and to coordinate all of the various initiatives that will be
going on at the same time.

Parking approaches to support the office, residential and
retail strategies.
Timelines for implementation that will coordinate with the
construction of the M-1 light rail and various placemaking,
retail and residential initiatives. Even though Downtown
Detroit will be under continuous construction for many years
to come, the core of the plan features a coordinated
“re-opening” of Woodward to coincide with the launch of the
M-1 light rail line and new, long-term retail programming.

The Rock Detroit team has developed a master plan for the targeted
district that includes:
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City (re)building
requires all of us.

OpportunityDetroit.com

The rebirth of Downtown Detroit is just starting. With each new
place, building, event and ritual – downtown gets better.
With each new employee, resident, and repeat visitor we make
converts of people who may not have given downtown a chance…
and now they elevate it to a place important in their lives.
This is what we are about. We need your help.
So keep in touch with our efforts: Join Opportunity Detroit. Tap into
a variety of opportunities to express your opinion and to be involved
via existing and future websites. Volunteer to fan the social fires of
the many active public events. Invest your time and your money
in real estate. Just find your place in this great cause to re-establish
Detroit as one of America’s great downtowns.
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Shared Vision

Shared Vision
The Rock Detroit Charette and the various studies associated
with it by the consultant teams, focused primarily upon
expanding retail and entertainment within downtown, and
enhancing urban life upon the streets and within other public
spaces that are associated with it.
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live

shop

play

The development
strategy.
Our Vision is to transform Downtown Detroit into a great

work

urban neighborhood that has a unique point of view, where
people will choose to live, work, shop and play while enjoying the
benefit of a highly valued public realm that has a super-regional
– if not national – draw.

Our Mission is to maximize the impact of transformation
through strong collaborations and coordination of initiatives
with those that share a common passion for transforming
Downtown Detroit.
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The planning process
Who
The process launched through a partnership of Rock Ventures, the Downtown
Detroit Partnership (DDP) and the Detroit Economic Growth Corporation (DEGC).
The team has engaged in a master planning process for the region bounded by
Congress Street to the South, Grand Circus Park to the North, Capitol Park to the
West, and Randolph Street to Broadway to the East. The outcome of the master
planning process will be shared with the various stakeholders throughout the city
for input, modifications and support.
As a result of a request for proposal process (RFP) the group engaged four
consulting firms that specialized in placemaking, retail strategy, and urban
planning. The four firms were Shook Kelley from Charlotte, NC; TerreMark Partners
from Atlanta, GA; Project for Public Spaces from New York, NY; and Gibbs Planning
Group from Birmingham, MI.
Profiles for each of the consulting firms follow:
Shook Kelley is a strategic branding, design, and urban planning firm, with offices
in Charlotte and Los Angeles, that focuses on how places and spaces convene
humans in meaningful ways. Our staff comes from a variety of fields, ranging
from business, science and design. Over the past 20 years, the firm has garnered
a national and international reputation for
pioneering a new field of study and consulting
services that merge seemingly disparate
disciplines such as brand strategy, architecture,
urban planning, human behavior, consumer psychology and communication
design into one integrated approach. This process seeks to better understand how
environment affects, shapes and influences behavior.
Over the years, Shook Kelley has built a reputation for taking corporations,
non-profits and cities through a process of discovery, insight, debate, reflection,
messaging, and visioning so that they can get to where they want to go in their
life. Our clients are broad and diverse, with success measured in many forms. With
many years of studying how humans relate to brands and behave in places, it has
allowed us to be able to provide our clients with the necessary tools, confidence
and intuitive logic to make better decisions affecting the quality of their places,
and the future direction of their brands. More importantly, our process has
provided clients with the ability to increase the awareness, attraction, meaning
and potential reach of their place brands.
For more information visit www.shookkelley.com
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Project for Public Spaces (PPS) is a nonprofit planning, design and educational
organization dedicated to helping people create and sustain public spaces that
build stronger communities. Our pioneering Placemaking approach helps citizens
transform their public spaces into vital places that highlight local assets, spur
rejuvenation and serve common needs.
PPS was founded in 1975 to expand on the work of William (Holly) Whyte, the
author of The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces. Since then,
we have completed projects in over 2500 communities in
40 countries and all 50 U.S. states. Partnering with public and
private organizations, federal, state and municipal agencies,
business improvement districts, neighborhood associations and
other civic groups, we improve communities by fostering successful public spaces.
In addition to leading projects in our nine program areas, PPS also trains more than
10,000 people every year and reaches countless more through our website and
publications.
PPS has become an internationally-recognized center for resources, tools and
inspiration about Placemaking.
Through research, conferences, and strategic partnerships, PPS promotes
Placemaking as a transformative agenda to address some of the most pressing
issues of our time. Our newest collaboration is with the National Center for
Bicycling and Walking (NCBW) which became a resident program of PPS in 2011.
NCBW is guided by the conviction that a balanced transportation system makes for
healthier individuals and communities.
In its broadest application, Placemaking is a catalyst for building healthy,
sustainable and economically viable cities of the future.
For more information visit www.pps.org
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The planning process
Who
TerreMark Partners Inc. was established on the principle of creating landmark real
estate developments that enhance their communities. TerreMark specializes in the
identification and development of retail destinations throughout the U.S., providing
merchandising, leasing and marketing services.
TerreMark has developed a proven methodology to identify successful real estate
with sound strategies for maximizing potential. With proprietary software programs
developed in-house, the firm provides solid financial
expertise and validates pro-forma assumptions.
In addition, TerreMark is known for innovative solutions to maximize value for both
owners and tenants.
TerreMark Partners’ recent projects demonstrate a breadth and depth of expertise.
The Domain is a 760,000 square foot mixed-use development in the emerging
market of Austin, Texas, formerly owned by The Endeavor Real Estate Group.
Open in 2007 with Neiman Marcus and numerous luxury tenants, the lifestyle
center is recognized as one of the most successful retail environments to open
in recent years.

Playhouse Square / District of Design is the second largest performing arts district
in the United States. TerreMark is the strategic retail advisor and development
consultant, and currently involved in the repositioning and implementation of the
retail and entertainment components. The historic buildings will utilize a mixture of
uses including retail, office and design components.

Gibbs is a nationally recognized urban planner and has consulted on over 400
cities and new towns including: Alexandria, Auckland, Charleston, Grand Rapids,
Houston, Naples, Portland, Rosemary Beach, Santa Cruz, Seaside and Seattle. Gibbs
teaches an urban retail planning course at the Harvard’s Executive Education
Program and has contributed to five urban planning books. Gibbs holds a B.A.
from Oakland University and a M.L.A. from the
University of Michigan and is a charter member of
the Congress for the New Urbanism. Locally, he is
known for his master plans for the City of Birmingham and the Village of Rochester.
In October, Gibbs was honored by the Clinton Presidential Library’s School of
Public Service for his career’s contributions in urban planning and development
and was asked to speak as a William J. Clinton Distinguished Lecturer where he
presented: how Great Communities are Conceived and Built, based on his new
book Principles for Urban Retail Planning and Development. Gibbs founded Gibbs
Planning Group in 1988 and serves as its managing partner. Gibbs is a member of
the Congress for the American Society of Landscape Architects, The Congress for
the New Urbanism, the International Council of Shopping Centers and the Urban
Land Institute.

For more information visit www.terremarkpartners.com

For more information visit www.gibbsplanning.com

Other recent TerreMark projects include:
Little Italy is a redevelopment of Cleveland, Ohio’s famous ethnic district. It consists
of 120,000 square feet of food and beverage, entertainment and retail and the
preservation of one of the most historic sections of Cleveland.
Euclid Corridor involves a strategic retail plan for downtown Cleveland, Ohio, with
350,000+ square feet of retail. The plan creates a walkable urban environment of
connected districts, unique retail niches of home décor and upscale outlets, and
activated side streets and alleys.
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The planning process (continued)
What
According to our consulting teams, this unique approach of melding four different
planning perspectives and plans into one comprehensive urban plan consisting of
integrated placemaking, real estate development, and tenant attraction had never
been done before. Typically these areas are planned independently and then
forced to meld together at a later date.
The actual process included:

»»
»»
»»
»»

Demographic data gathering and analysis of Downtown Detroit and the
regional suburbs. This information was the basis for sustainable retail
recommendations for the district.
Assessment of Trans Oriented Development (TOD) Strategy for Detroit
(including the M-1 light rail.) This was used as a basis for the next phase of
planning. The focus of this team was on the Central Business District (CBD.)
Focus group meetings with young professionals in Detroit,
Rock Ventures Leadership, and over 600 interns working for various
Rock Family of Companies.
Discussions with:

99
99
99

Detroit Economic Growth Corporation

99
99

Event attendees (Detroit Tigers games and the entertainment district)

99

Week-long charette to integrate the four independent recommendations
into one sustainable master plan, or optimum utilization of the district.

M-1 Rail Leadership
Local residents, workers and visitors (on-street discussions, walking and
riding tours)

30-question survey distributed to all Rock Family of Companies,
Deloitte, Honigman Schwartz, General Motors and the Downtown Detroit
Partnership membership. Over 4,500 responses were received.

When
The consultants master planning work started August 6, 2012 and continued
through the middle of October 2012.
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The planning process (continued)
Where
Our area of focus will ultimately be the entire district between the Riverfront
Conservancy (i.e. the Riverfront) to the South, the Entertainment district to the
North, Greektown to the East and Capitol Park to the West. Our goal is dense
development (office and residential), entertainment and retail districts that offer
connections to and through each of these unique areas.
The key takeaway from this study may be this: Downtown Detroit is perfectly
poised to rebuild a highly valued urban realm centered upon a complex retail
program. Fortunately, this initiative is not taking place within a vacuum or
starting from scratch. Here’s why:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

The past has gifted the present day with a non-orthogonal layout that creates
visual excitement; with public parks and plazas upon which urban life can
be orchestrated; and with buildings that are by their initial design, street and
retail focused.
By virtue of the freeway system and the river, downtown is compact and
presents great opportunity to create density.
Downtown has an enviable list of patrons who control physical assets, and
are poised to support development of many types.
The office market is growing exponentially through employees who are both
demographically and psychographically oriented toward urban life.
The future M-1 light rail will not only connect employees and college students
along its line, it will also announce to the region that new and exciting
change is happening in the downtown.
An underutilized waterfront that will only become a greater draw for
regional residents and visitors as it is inevitably revisioned, enhanced, and
programmed.
And last, but certainly not least, there are real, tangible, and multiple
markets for retail and entertainment uses. These include office workers,
an expanding resident population, an underserved general market, and
a regional aspirational market for those attracted to a genuine urban
experience.

All of this is to say that the greater downtown is, in many respects, on a clear
trajectory back to being the essential center of the region. And, many opportunities
and initiatives are clearly underway in all sectors. However, this study focused
upon the very core of downtown, those areas that center upon Woodward Avenue
to the south of Grand Circus Park.
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Clearly, the complexities of restarting an
urban neighborhood extend beyond retail
and the obvious physical considerations
associated with a placemaking agenda.
This topic cannot be divorced from the
many other components that constitute a
healthy and valued urban center – housing,
hospitality, office employment, civic and
cultural institutions are at the top of a rich
and varied list. Importantly, retail and other
use components, along with the variety
of street and public space items loosely
grouped together as placemaking, do not
exist separate and apart from the cultural,
legal/regulatory, social and other realities
and perceptions that envelop a downtown.
Reality, of course, is very important.
However, perception – and perhaps more
to the point, an understanding of existing
perceptions together with conscious
acts taken to change them in support
of the vision – is exceedingly important.
An agenda that embraces conscious
management of perceptions held about
Downtown Detroit will soon follow.
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Six districts were delineated as district areas for development.
Each of these districts was identified based upon a combination
of actual and/or perceptual boundaries as a result of street
pattern, existing public space, land assembly, leasing strategy/
development model, or time frame to implement supported by
certain criteria. Each of the districts was evaluated accordingly:
Its Vision – how it will be experienced, enjoyed,
supported and known.
The public space transformations that will facilitate the
quality and extent of human experience.
Buildings that are key to advancing the concept.

The uses that will give it life – in retail goods, food and
beverage offerings, cultural experiences, wares of artisans
and crafts people, and associated employment.
Housing, and parking – as it exists, or opportunities that
should be advanced.
Street, sidewalk and wayfinding modifications that will
recapture the transit arteries for pedestrians.
A timeline for implementation.

Each of these districts does not exist in isolation, and will connect
and support each other in evolving ways based upon the
individual schedules for implementation. These connections are
indicated where appropriate and known.

SIX DISTRICTS

»»
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»
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Organizing Principles to Securitize the Vision
Even though each of the Districts is different at many levels, they share
certain core, or Organizing Principles that will guide design, development
and management.
Therefore, we will:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
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Respect History, in both the buildings handed down to us, and our
genuine Detroit culture – but not at the expense of the Future.
Embrace the Future, in terms of Life and Lifestyle, and in the physical
settings necessary to facilitate the pageantry and the more prosaic
elements of our new day.
Facilitate an Urban Life that genuinely reflects Detroit – who we are,
and where we want to go.
Welcome and cater to all who seek an Urban Life – wherever they are
on the age and income spectrum.
Create as many things to do – in commerce, in the arts, in play
and in simply kicking back and relaxing.
Be as Effective as we are Engaging – by recognizing that the issues of
parking, of safety, and other functional and emotional issues are
very important to short-term acceptance, and long-term sustainability.
Recognize and embrace (re)development as a process, with short-term
wins that lead to long-term successes.
Engage Stakeholders – property owners, developers, residents, students,
downtown employees, visitors – by building upon their creativity through
a variety of crowd sourcing tools. (Even skeptics can participate!)
Seek out Partners – either in fact or through process – in all things
and in all places, including the private sector, government,
foundations and even competitors.
Look to make connections to people and places inside and outside of
downtown, creating a web of life. This includes linking public spaces
to commercial activity; finding the “spark” among seemingly different
uses; embracing walkability throughout downtown; and reach out to the
neighborhoods outside of the downtown.
Strive to not be “spreadsheet driven”, and therefore consider investing
present dollars for the right and necessary initiatives that may only
yield revenue in future years.
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District Plans
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Campus Martius \ Cadillac Square \ Monroe DISTRICT
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VISION Campus Martius and Cadillac Square

will create the “heart” of the CBD as they will be
programmed with year round attractions.
The current energy and success of Campus Martius
will be extended to the surrounding sidewalks,
streets and Cadillac Square, which will become
a companion open-air market square.
The Monroe Blocks will serve as a link between
Campus Martius and the historic Greektown
entertainment / gaming area. They will
complement the CBD with additional commercial
office space, as well as destination entertainment
venues with a “Detroit” theme to create a place
where people assemble.
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Campus Martius \ Cadillac Square \ Monroe DISTRICT

Street Activation
With additional investment, property owners can enhance
their impact on the streetscape, as well as their revenues.
For example new building bases could extend ground
floor uses onto the sidewalks. Indoor activities will be
transparently linked by eliminating the barrier between
indoor and exterior spaces with large storefront windows.
Pop-outs, awnings, etc. will be used to connect retail to
public spaces.

Leasing Strategy
Ground floor retail uses of commercial space
surrounding Campus Martius and Cadillac Square
will concentrate on food and beverages plus
convenient service retail. to maximize
street activity and to attract area office
workers and visitors.

Monroe
Blocks
will be
Entertainment
Themed

Detroit’s
True Public
Market

The leasing focus for Monroe Blocks will be centered
on entertainment themes such as bowling, music,
night clubs, concert halls, music studios and
restaurants. Retail will be entertainment focused
with an authentic “Detroit” feel.

Building
Bases will be
Extended to
Sidewalks

Housing Renovations
and Additions
Hotel and residential developments
are being explored as part of the Monroe
Blocks’ mixed-use development initiatives.
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Campus Martius \ Cadillac Square \ Monroe DISTRICT
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Narrowing or closing South Cadillac
Square Avenue should be considered to
turn the northbound street into 2-way
traffic. This will result in increased
pedestrian traffic between the First
National Building, Woodward Avenue,
Campus Martius and Cadillac Square.
Plans call for new two development sites
on the Monroe Blocks. The first building
will be located on the existing surface
parking lot directly across from Campus
Martius to include key entertainment
retail. That theme will continue to the
next block to the east with a new 10-story
parking structure which will add much
needed parking capacity.

Pedestrian / Street /
Wayfinding Opportunities
Enhancing what is currently the most
successful public space in Downtown
Detroit with new wayfinding and
additional street elements will be
designed to maximize the pedestrian
experience. Area wayfinding will
reiterate the overall brand for the CBD
by integrating the M-1 light rail line,
directional signs, virtual systems, biking
trails, etc. Urban elements such as
information kiosks, solar powered Wi-Fi
charging stations, bike share programs,
etc. will also be considered.
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Capitol Park DISTRICT
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VISION Capitol Park is ideally positioned

to become the center of a great new urban
neighborhood with residential living above retail,
restaurants and galleries on the street level.
The new energy will spill into a redesigned park
that will support more spontaneous life than
programmed experiences. This will be the heart
of a new art and design experience unlike any
other in downtown Detroit.
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Street Activation

Capitol Park DISTRICT

The newly completed park will offer plenty
of space for markets, performances, outdoor
shows and parties. Food kiosks or a small
café in the park could act as important
anchors.

Leasing Strategy
The unique character of the three to eight story
buildings in Capitol Park will be sought after by
many artists, urban professionals, restaurants, and
trend setting retailers within work/sell formats.
Plans include the establishment of a fine arts
district with galleries showcasing local, regional
and national artists. Retail space will be marketed
to those who support the arts district rather than to
dominate its creative character.
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Capitol Park DISTRICT
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Housing Renovations
and Additions
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The size and location of the buildings
within Capitol Park are ideal for
small residential developments.
There are three residential
developments currently underway
within this district. These small,
“tucked-away” properties will become
extremely attractive with their
proximity to Woodward Avenue,
Campus Martius / Cadillac Square,
and Washington Boulevard activities.
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Capitol Park DISTRICT

Pedestrian / Street / Wayfinding
Opportunities
There are great opportunities to further enhance
one of the most artistic neighborhoods in downtown
Detroit with new wayfinding and additional street
elements that will improve the urban experience.
Sign features that promote walking or biking and the
use of mass transit, via measured distances or time
between major destination points and transit stations
will be incorporated into the Capitol Park District.
Additional urban elements, such as info kiosks, solar
powered Wi-Fi charging stations, bike share programs
and public art programs will be implemented.

Parking Additions /
Enhancements / Road Diets
Plans should consider the closing of Shelby Street
to traffic, which will allow the food and beverage
and gallery venues to flow out of their first floor
retail spaces into the park. Griswold Street could
be narrowed, to create wider sidewalks on the
east side and to expand the park on its west side.
Off-street parking can be provided as well as
on-street parallel parking. Parallel parking will
calm the street and add to the neighborhood feel.
Residential parking decks may be developed, if
needed, on present surface lots.
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Woodward Avenue DISTRICT
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VISION Detroit’s grand shopping avenue will

be revived as a new retail and entertainment
mecca for Detroiters and suburban residents alike.
Its wide sidewalks, large display windows and
fine historic architecture make Woodward Avenue
one of the grandest commercial streets in the
country. The M-1 light rail will transport shoppers
and diners from Midtown and New Center to
the Woodward Avenue District, while downtown
employees will be drawn up from the Campus
Martius District.
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Street Activation

Woodward Avenue DISTRICT

Prior to and during the construction of
the M-1 light rail, it will be important to
keep Woodward Avenue alive. A pop-up
retail strategy and work-sell studios will
initially activate ground floor spaces,
along with an engaging artist-designed
storefront window program.
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Woodward Avenue DISTRICT
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The 1500 block retail will begin
to transition into more of a local
feel supporting more of the
residential population.

Leasing Strategy by Block

1200 & 1400 BLOCKS

Core Retail
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The 1200 & 1400 blocks of Woodward
will become the urban shopping district,
supporting local residents as well as
drawing shoppers from the suburbs.
The retail mix will include traditional home
retail, traditional fashion retail, urban
street, and a mix of unique food and
beverage options. The retail will be unique,
nothing that already exists in
the suburban malls.
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1500 Block

1400 & 1200 Blocks

Focus will be placed on the local
residential population by providing
one-of-a-kind neighborhood restaurants,
pubs, bakeries, etc. Retail will leverage
the direct facing Woodward Avenue
opportunities as well as public space
between the 1500 Block and the
m@dison Block. The current alleyways
between these two blocks will be
transformed by demolishing the
Metropolitan Building to create an
engaging public space.

This will be the core urban shopping
district, supporting local residents
and office workers as well as drawing
shoppers from the suburbs. The retail
mix will include traditional home retail,
traditional fashion retail, urban street,
and a unique mix of food and beverage
options. The retail is planned to be
unique with nothing that already exists
in stores in suburban malls. The former
Hudson’s site will showcase the junior
anchor stores in this district.

1000 Block
Imagine a new street
experience where shopping
and outdoor dining line the
edge of Woodward Avenue.
Now, wouldn’t that be an
exciting transformation!
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This is the transition zone between
the shopping district and the primary
business district. Retail will focus on
service and quick casual food and
beverage that will support office
workers during the day as well as
evening shoppers.
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Woodward Avenue DISTRICT
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Housing Renovations and Additions
Woodward Avenue will be known as Detroit’s premier retail destination.
However, that doesn’t mean that the upper floors of the buildings that line
the street will be sealed off (as in other major cities), nor will they contain
only office use. Many buildings are slated to be converted to housing.
The largest opportunity for new housing in the CBD is the former Hudson’s
site. This will be an outstanding opportunity for catalyst development
that will change the entire face of Woodward and complement the large
office worker population in the CBD. Current residential developments are
proving strong pent-up demand with long waiting lists and pre-leasing
averaging 99% occupancy.
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Woodward Avenue DISTRICT
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Much like the Campus Martius / Cadillac Square
district, Michigan’s “Main Street” must integrate
vehicle and pedestrian wayfinding compatible
with the M-1 Rail. Detroit will need to implement
a comprehensive strategy, one that caters to
visitor amenities such as a variety of shops, hotels,
restaurants, and other major points of attraction in
the downtown. Directional signs, virtual systems, sign
features that promote walking, biking and the use of
mass transit, original art on buildings, and other visual
opportunities are currently being studied.
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Parking Additions /
Enhancements / Road Diets
Parking is one of the most important, yet misunderstood,
factors in maintaining a competitive urban shopping
district. While office workers and special-event participants
will deal with somewhat inconvenient parking, most
shoppers refuse. Retail shopping customer access to the
existing below-grade parking spaces and additional
above-ground parking developments on the former
Hudson’s site will be critical to the success of this district.
While it is acknowledged that many future visitors will walk
or ride the M-1 light rail, the vast majority of shoppers and
diners will continue to drive to their destinations. On-street
parking along Woodward is also being studied.
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Library Square DISTRICT
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VISION The strategic plan for this district is

to leverage the Skillman Library by activating
both the east and west sides. The 535,000
square foot Z-site development to the east will
bring Detroit-based retail and restaurants that
spill into a cultural, pedestrian-only Library
Street. Placemaking elements will be added
to the common area surrounding the Library,
transitioning it to the Hudson’s site residential
development to the west.
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Street Activation

Library Square DISTRICT

Library Square will create a gateway into a new downtown
experience. By bringing many of the Skillman Library’s
activities and events outside, and exciting local retail and
restaurants into a pedestrian-only Library Street, will bring
life to the district. Complementing traditional retail tenants
with street work/sell vendors will create exciting new
creative energy and activity.

Library Street, which links the Boll Family YMCA to
the Skillman Library, with new storefront spaces to
be created by the Rock Ventures parking facility,
can become a connecting plaza for events and uses
conceived by both institutions.

Housing Renovations &
Additions
The dynamic mixed-use former Hudson’s
site will complete the district to the west
by providing more than 300 residential
units over the course of the next few years.
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Library Square DISTRICT
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The Z-site development will soon add over
33,000 square feet of first floor retail and office
space. The 17,000 square feet of first floor space on
the Broadway Street side will ultimately be built out
to support multiple retail tenant options. However,
until the market is further established, the initial
plan is to lease the space to hip, eclectic, creative,
high energy office tenants, similar to businesses that
are thriving in the nearby m@dison Building.
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Library Square DISTRICT
Parking Additions /
Enhancements / Road Diets
The addition of the Z-site parking
structure (to the east) will provide an
additional 1,200 parking spaces for the
CBD. Daytime parking will primarily
support office workers, retail and some
transient uses. Evenings and weekends
will be available for additional retail,
entertainment and special event parking.
Narrowing or closing Library Street will be
key to creating a special sense of place
and improving the “experience” of Library
Square District.

Pedestrian / Street /
Wayfinding Opportunities
The Broadway side of the Z-site
development will bring additional energy,
light and pedestrian traffic to the creative
district, increasing day and evening
pedestrian traffic to/from the parking
structure, retail, and entertainment.
There is a bit of a gateway feel to this
zone with a large portion of the People
Mover slicing through it. Interesting
signage or structure could be integrated
around the elevated platforms to identify
or demarcate the overall area. Parking
structures in this district will require
creative signs that direct people to
and from parking within it. Traditional,
vehicular-scale directional signs for
parking apply, but virtual parking system
technology for Smart Phones and other
devices will enhance the efficiency
of parking.
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Grand Circus Park DISTRICT
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VISION If Capitol Park is downtown’s

hidden jewel, Grand Circus Park is hiding in
plain sight. Ungroomed, unprogrammed and
hampered by a historical plan that does not
facilitate engagement. It also represents one of
the best opportunities for linking many existing
and future opportunities for transformation by
bringing together multiple stakeholders who
are committed to its rebirth. Ultimately, it may
become downtown’s most lively and engaging
public space.
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Grand Circus Park DISTRICT

Housing Renovations & Additions
Grand Circus Park is now a top housing address in
downtown. Renovated lofts along Adams Street, as well
newly renovated Broderick Tower at Park Avenue and
Woodward Avenue are collectively shaping perceptions
that Grand Circus Park is an emerging residential hub.
From this beachhead, it is clear that future residential
growth will track in two directions: up Park Avenue to the
north and Adams Street to the west, and along Washington
Avenue toward the Westin/Book Cadillac Hotel.
It is conceivable that significant residential neighborhoods
will form down both streets, with Grand Circus Park being
the nexus between the retail district and the entertainment
district to the north. These factors are why Grand Circus
Park is destined to be among the most important public
spaces in Downtown Detroit.
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Grand Circus Park DISTRICT
Street Activation
As the gateway to Woodward Avenue, a
connector to Detroit’s popular Entertainment
and Sports District, and a large green space
for a rapidly emerging new residential
area, Grand Circus Park has the potential
to play many roles. The historic two-part
park is clean and well lighted; however,
pedestrian access is limited due to the lack
of a perimeter sidewalk, two underground
garage entrances and wide streets with fast
moving traffic.
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The park is heavily planted with trees and
shrubs, limiting visibility and activity. Most
importantly, though, there is no reason to
be there because there is nothing to do.
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The east side of Grand Circus Park will be
entertainment oriented, attracting families
going to ball games and downtown
employees. A rented Carousel and
outdoor games will serve families, while
a temporary beer tent and sports bar
will attract local employees and sports
enthusiasts.
The west side of the park will provide green
space for local residents who seek a place
to romp with their kids and walk their dogs.
The park will be easier to reach once the
streets to the south are narrowed, making
way for a future perimeter sidewalk.
The east park will be lively day and
night with a carousel, games, a water
sprayground and beer garden/indoor café.
Operas and movies will be projected on
the back of the Opera House and small live
performances will be held on the green.
The west park will be enhanced with a
playground, coffee kiosk and running path.
A perimeter sidewalk and more frequent
crosswalks will improve pedestrian
circulation.
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Grand Circus Park DISTRICT
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Since Grand Circus Park serves as a primary gateway, it
signifies both the real and perceptual entrance point into
the new downtown. It is one of the key links to the many
existing and future opportunities in downtown. Some
form of district identity will be incorporated on the People
Mover platform or on the buildings that mark either side.
The park space also provides a blank canvas for urban
street experiences, from a bike share station, to solar
Wi-Fi charging stations, a dog park, information and
recycling kiosks, as well as pedestrian-scaled directional
signs and virtual systems.
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Parking Additions / Enhancements / Road Diets
Grand Circus Park is not just a park; it is also a parking garage. Beneath
the twin green spaces lay 790 parking spaces: 540 spaces on the west
side and 250 spaces on the east. These are municipal spaces, open only
to monthly card access patrons (100% committed) and for special events,
where they are accessed in a non-user friendly manner. Over half of the
spaces are dedicated to present residential uses on the north side of the
park along Adams Street. This is a condition that will be rectified as soon
as possible, since the spaces are a key asset for visitors, and a symbol
of perceived safety and care by downtown stewards. Parking will be
enhanced with additional on-street spaces along the edges of Grand
Circus Park with diminution of lanes along these same areas. Future
residential buildings will need to incorporate their own parking due to the
present constraints when both the Broderick Tower and the David Whitney
Building are fully occupied.
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Lower Woodward DISTRICT
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VISION Area residents and office workers

mixing with millions of annual visitors who attend
outdoor festivals and Cobo Center events, in a
district populated with iconic landmark buildings
means the Lower Woodward District can offer a
distinctly “Detroit” urban experience to the world.
Ultimately, the Lower Woodward District will
connect Campus Martius to Hart Plaza and the
water beyond.
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Street Activation

Lower Woodward DISTRICT

Initiatives are underway to ensure the coordination of
complementary development plans for Hart Plaza and the
Lower Woodward District. The priority will be to make a stronger
connection between the water and Woodward Avenue so
that the whole of lower Woodward becomes known as “The
Riverfront”. To that end, stakeholders are committed to lead the
transformation with visual attractions designed to draw people
off Jefferson and the Riverfront, north onto Woodward Avenue.

Jefferson Avenue will be enhanced to create a
visual and pedestrian link from Woodward to
the Riverfront.

Leasing Strategy
Landmark office buildings will be reconfigured with large, open
lobbies which will showcase rotating art exhibitions, full of bright
colors and engaging displays. Retail will focus on the needs of area
office workers, providing quick casual food and beverage and
convenient services. Where possible, retail will extend out of the
buildings onto the sidewalks by incorporating awnings, outdoor
seating, pop-outs, etc., to bring life and activity to the street.
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Lower Woodward DISTRICT
Parking Additions /
Enhancements / Road Diets
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Curbside lanes along Woodward Avenue
will be eliminated and replaced with
on-street parking. Existing parking decks
at One Detroit Center and one block off
Woodward on Griswold provide over
3,800 spaces for weekend and night time
retail visitors. Parking is not an issue in
this area for retail use but rather retail that
is accessible by pedestrians. Retail that
is currently buried within office buildings
with no outside access or visibility will be
relocated to take center stage in all the
buildings. Improved pedestrian access
over Jefferson Avenue to/from Woodward
Avenue and the Riverfront will also be
a priority. Raised crossing platforms,
traffic crossing guards and open crossing
squares could be implemented to quickly
increase pedestrian traffic to the Lower
Woodward District retail venues.
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Pedestrian / Street /
Wayfinding Opportunities
Much like Grand Circus Park, the
Lower Woodward District also serves
as one of the primary gateways into
downtown (from the riverfront or Jefferson
Avenue). Consistent with other district
identity programs, art and information
will be integrated throughout the
streetscape including the People Mover
platform, building facades and at
grade level by embedding art into the
sidewalks. The linear median of green
space on Woodward Avenue could host a
continuation of the urban art planned
for Capitol Park.
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Implementation

Implementation
As an old Japanese proverb proclaims, a Vision without Action is
a Daydream; Action without Vision is a Nightmare. Perhaps this
should be extended in our day: Action without a Strategy guiding
the Vision may be worse than a Nightmare.
Clearly, realizing the vision for Downtown Detroit will require
fastidious and fearless execution. It will also require comprehensive
management of internal expectations and external perceptions.
Both of these issues will require continued focus and debate.
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For now, we have developed a list of drivers
that will shape a logical strategic plan, which
will form a Brand Strategy for Downtown
Detroit. Despite popular understandings,
brands are nothing more than strong visions
grounded emotionally to beliefs held by
people that hold with a particular point of
view that they are committed to executing to
perfection.
Downtown Detroit’s Brand Strategy begins
with an allegiance to the Organizing
Principles set forth in this document, and
supported through tactical execution that will
include the following:
Enhancing safety through complementary
services led by Rock Ventures Command
Center.
Creating and sustaining Partnerships
with business and government,
and with the public at large.
Tending to all aspects of Civic Operations,
Management and Programming,
including the establishment of new
rituals and special events.
Establishing a Parking strategy that
matches suburban expectations for
safety and ease of use, as well as urban
requirements in support of the public realm.
Manage Public Perception relative
to potential social equity issues before
they manage you.
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Create an approach to Urban Lighting
that makes downtown both
safe and special.
Establish a dialogue with the Historic
Preservation community to avoid
reactionary agendas.
Leverage the downside of outside
winter conditions through a transformation
of Lobbies into highly valued and
varied public spaces.
Predesign City Ordinances and
the Permit process to facilitate the
vision, as opposed to those
that hinder it.
Be ever vigilant to create unique
entertainment and retail environments
not available in the suburbs.
Leverage incrementally to
create a broadly managed
and promoted “Watch Us Grow” Concept.

Most importantly, never give
the critics any quarter as they
attempt to miscast Downtown,
greater Detroit and the efforts you
are making.
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Preliminary
Schedule
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2012
Q1

Q2

Q3

2014
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2015
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

M-1 Construction
7 Placemaking Stakeholders Engaged
Placemaking Community Engagement:
Campus Martius / Cadillac Square
Grand Circus Park
Capitol Park
Design Campus Martius 2.0 Sidewalk Activation

Placemaking

Campus Martius 2.0 Sidewalk Activation
CBD Lobby Activation (Art)
Winterfest / Holiday Events adding L-Q-C Concepts
L-Q-C Implementation - 3 Parks
3 Parks - Maintenance & Programming Structure Defined & Implemented
Long Term - 3 Parks
BIZ Structure Designed & Approved
Capital Fundraising
Capital Improvement Installations
Final Design Implementation
Annual Programming Defined and Implemented
Attraction of Destination Kiosk & Food / Beverage for Parks
Kiosk & Food/Beverage Operators - Open for business
Pop-Up Retail Along Woodward
Road Diets for all 3 Parks
Jefferson Avenue Crossing Improvements
OPEN

Z-Site Construction
First National Building Retail Construction

OPEN

Former Federal Reserve Retail Construction

OPEN

One Woodward Retail Construction
OPEN

Real Estate

Capitol Park Buildings Construction
Former Hudson’s Site:
Design Competition
Site Plan Development

OPEN

Construction
East 1500 Woodward Block Retail Construction

OPEN

Metropolitan Building Demolition
1200 & 1400 Woodward Block Construction

OPEN

500, 600, 1000 Woodward Block Construction
Monroe Blocks
Site Preparation and Plans
Construction

Retail
Attractions

Preliminary Schedule

Q4

2013

OPEN

Pop-up Woodward Tenants
“Z-Site” Retail Tenants (Library Square)
Capitol Park Art District Retail Tenants
East 1500 “Local” Retail Tenants
1400 & 1200 Woodward Shopping District Prospects
1000 & 600 Woodward Food/Beverage Prospects
Monroe District Entertainment Retail Prospects
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Contact:

Deb Dansby | Vice President, Rock Ventures
1074 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48226-1906
(313) 373-3705 office
debdansby@rockventures.com
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